Title: APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CONTROLLING DISPERSION RECORD AND PLAY OF MOVING PICTURE

Abstract: An apparatus and method for controlling a dispersion recording and playback of a moving picture are provided. The apparatus which controls a dispersion record of a moving picture includes, a recording unit that generates a record schedule when a predetermined moving picture is reserved-recorded, generates a reserved-recording-object when it is a reserved-recording time, and dispersely records the moving picture in another storage device if an error occurs due to insufficient storage space when the moving picture is recorded; a recording-device-selecting unit that selects a recording device based on the preferences of storage devices before the moving picture is reserved-recorded, and a CDS-managing unit that manages recording information of the recorded moving picture, information of moving picture that has been recorded and the recording device.
For two-letter codes and other abbreviations, refer to the "Guidance Notes on Codes and Abbreviations" appearing at the beginning of each regular issue of the PCT Gazette.
Description

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CONTROLLING DISPERSION RECORD AND PLAY OF MOVING PICTURE

Technical Field

[1] Apparatuses and methods consistent with the present invention relate to the recording and playback of a moving picture, and more particularly to an apparatus and method for controlling a dispersion recording and playback of a moving picture.

Background Art

[2] As digital televisions (TVs) become popular, various types of audio and visual (AV) multimedia data is often transmitted and stored in a specific device within a specific network domain such as a home network, and therefore the number of devices having a storage device such as a hard disk drive (HDD) is increasing.

[3] Generally, a method of providing a scheduled recording based on an electronic program guide (EPG) provided at the time of recording or some other time, a channel, and other broadcast information input by a user, is used. And a method of selecting and recording to one device included in a list of recording devices set at the recording time is used as a method of storing broadcast data.

[4] FIG. 1 depicts a program-recording method in the related art.

[5] As shown in FIG. 1, a recording schedule is generated by receiving a user's input value from a user interface (UI) using the scheduled recording service (SRS). The SRS, which is used to record broadcasts in universal plug and play (UPnP) devices, was developed based on UPnP AV standards.

[6] The generated recording schedule is operated by one or more record tasks. The record task is subordinate to a specific recording schedule, which performs the role of the recording schedule. HDD1 records the data at a time set by the SRS, however, other types of storage media may be used.

[7] The content directory service (CDS) provided by the UPnP AV standards manages information on the to be recorded data or information on recorded data as a directory type. Here, the information is configured in a container object such as a directory and an item object such as a file.

[8] A personal video recorder (PVR) is a storage device. In FIG. 1, a personal video recorder 1 (PVR1) is a storage device that exists in the same position with the SRS. PVR2 is another storage device connected to the same network as the PVR1.

[9] In the step of storing broadcast data, information of the broadcast program scheduled via the SRS is managed by a recording schedule. When it is time to start recording, a reserved-recording object is generated by operating the corresponding record task. The
above process can be performed several minutes ahead of the start time.

[10] In the step of generating a reserved-recording object, the SRS selects an available storage device by searching for the recording device in a preference order determined by a user, and performs recording in the device selected based on preferences of each device among the selected storage devices. The PVR1 stores the broadcast program received from a tuner or some other receiving device according to a predetermined data format.

[11] The recording schedule object manages a recording process until the scheduled recording is completed. If an error occurs due to a shortage of storage space during the recording, the recording schedule object stops storing the file, generates an item object corresponding to the data recorded in the CDS, and completes the scheduled recording. In this case, the generated item object of the CDS is the defective recording data, finished at an optional time, instead of a recording of the entire program that a user expects.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem

[12] This method of storing broadcast data in the related art has a problem in that it is difficult to cope with a shortage of storage space. If a recording is abnormally completed because an error occurs when the SRS records the program data requested by a user, the recording is not completed even though other storage devices in the network are available.

[13] While broadcast data is recorded in the device selected based on preferences of each device among recording devices, if the data is stored in another preferred storage device due to the shortage of storage space in a first storage device, there is a problem in that it is difficult to continuously play the data, which was dispersedly stored at the time of recording, during playback because there is no mechanism that manages dispersedly stored data. Accordingly, if data is dispersedly stored throughout the network, it is inconvenient in that a user has to find data connected corresponding to the dispersedly stored data during playback.

[14] Therefore, an apparatus is that stores a moving picture file in another storage device connected to a network, and continuously plays the dispersedly stored moving picture file when an error occurs due to a shortage of storage space is desired.

Technical Solution

[15] Exemplary embodiments of the present invention overcome the above disadvantages and other disadvantages not described above. Also, the present invention is not required to overcome the disadvantages described above, and an exemplary embodiment of the present invention may not overcome any of the problems described
above. Accordingly, it is an aspect of the present invention to dispersedly record a moving picture being recorded in another storage device when there is insufficient storage space in a UPnP based reserved-recording environment.

Accordingly, it is another aspect of the present invention to continuously play the dispersedly recorded moving picture based on a playlist for a moving picture.

This and other aspects and features of the present invention will become clear to those skilled in the art upon review of the following description, attached drawings and appended claims.

According to an aspect of the present invention, there is provided an apparatus for controlling a dispersion recording of a moving picture, the apparatus including a recording unit that generates a recording schedule if a moving picture is scheduled to be recorded, generates a reserved-recording object when it is a reserved recording time, and dispersedly records the moving picture in another storage device if an error occurs due to insufficiency of a storage space when the moving picture is recorded, a recording-device-selecting unit that selects a recording device based on preferences of each storage device before the moving picture is reserved-recorded, and a CDS-managing unit that manages recording information of the recorded moving picture, information of moving picture that has been recorded and the recording device.

According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method for controlling a dispersion record of a moving picture, the method including generating a record schedule needed when predetermined a moving picture is reserved-recorded, generating a reserved-recording object when it is a reserved recording time, selecting a recording device based on preferences of each storage device before the moving picture is reserved-recorded, storing the moving picture in the selected first storage device, checking whether an error occurs due to insufficiency of a storage space, if an error occurs in the checked result, generating an item object for the error, and dispersedly storing the moving picture in a second storage device.

Description of Drawings

The above and other features and aspects of the present invention will become apparent by describing in detail exemplary embodiments thereof with reference to the attached drawings in which:

FIG. 1 depicts a program-recording method in the related art;
FIG. 2 is an inside block diagram of an apparatus for controlling a dispersion recording and playback of a moving picture according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 illustrates an example of managing dispersion data in an apparatus for controlling a dispersion recording and playback of a moving picture according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 and FIG. 5 depict a recording schedule for selecting a recording device in an apparatus for collectively storing selected areas of an image according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 6 depicts the configuration of a playlist within the content directory service (CDS) in an apparatus for controlling a dispersion recording and playback of a moving picture according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 7 is a flow chart showing a case where a moving picture is normally stored in a first storage device according to a method of controlling a dispersion recording and playback of a moving picture according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 8 is a flow chart showing a case where a moving picture is dispersedly stored in a first and second storage device according to a method of controlling a dispersion recording and playback of a moving picture according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 9 is a flow chart showing a case where moving picture is dispersedly stored in a first and third storage device according to a method of controlling a dispersion recording and playback of a moving picture according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 10 is a flow chart showing a method of controlling a dispersion recording and playback of a moving picture according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

Mode for Invention

Exemplary embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings.

Aspects and features of the present invention, and methods of accomplishing the same, may be understood more readily by reference to the following detailed description of the exemplary embodiments and the accompanying drawings. The present invention may, however, be embodied in many different forms and should not be construed as being limited to the exemplary embodiments set forth herein. Rather, these exemplary embodiments are provided so that this disclosure will be thorough and complete and will fully convey the concept of the invention to those skilled in the art, and the present invention will only be defined by the appended claims. Like reference numerals refer to like elements throughout the specification.

FIG. 2 is an inside block diagram of an apparatus for controlling a dispersion recording and playback of a moving picture according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

Referring to FIG. 2, a moving-picture-controlling apparatus 100 includes a recording unit 110, a CDS-managing unit 120, a recording-device-selecting unit 130, a playlist-
managing unit 140, a storage unit 150, and a controller 160. In this exemplary
embodiment, a moving picture may include, but is not limited to, multimedia data
(e.g., broadcast data) transmitted in real time.

The term 'unit', as used herein, means, but is not limited to, a software or hardware
component, such as a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) or an Application
Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), which performs certain tasks. A module may ad-
vantageously be configured to reside in the addressable storage medium and
configured to execute on one or more processors. Thus, a module may include, by way
of example, components, such as software components, object-oriented software
components, class components and task components, processes, functions, attributes,
procedures, subroutines, segments of program code, drivers, firmware, microcode,
circuitry, data, databases, data structures, tables, arrays, and variables. The func-
tionality provided for in the components and modules may be combined into fewer
components and modules or further separated into additional components and modules.

The recording unit 110 generates a record schedule based on a user's input unit for
scheduling the recording of a moving picture using an SRS, and records the cor-
responding moving picture based on the generated record schedule. The SRS was
developed based on the UPnP AV standard, which uses UPnP apparatuses for
broadcast recording.

For example, the recording unit 110 checks whether it is a scheduled recording time
based on the record schedule, and generates a reserved-recording object if it is the
scheduled recording time. Here, the generated reserved-recording object is managed by
the CDS-managing unit 120 as a playlist container object.

The recording unit 110 generates an item object when the storing of the moving
picture is completed or when an error occurs due to a shortage of storage space. The
item object is managed by the CDS-managing unit 120 as a playlist-item object.

The CDS-managing unit 120 manages recording information of the to-be-recorded
moving picture and information on the moving picture that has been recorded as a
virtual directory format. Here, the virtual directory is configured with a container, i.e.,
an object such as a directory and an item, i.e., an object such as a file.

For example, the CDS-managing unit 120 manages the reserved-recording object
generated by the recording unit 110 as a playlist-container object, which was
generated when a process of storing a moving picture was completed or when an error
occurred, as a playlist-container object in a playlist container. Here, the playlist-
container object is stored as a lower object of the playlist container.

When the reserved-recording object is generated, the recording-device-selecting unit
130 selects the recording device based on preferences of each device. The CDS-
managing unit 120 manages information on the selected recording device as a record-
schedule object.

The recording-device-selecting unit 130 searches for a list of recording devices selected by a user at the reserved recording time before the reserved recording is performed by communicating with the controller 160, and selects a recording device among the found devices, which are available, based on the preferences of the devices. The recording-device-selecting unit 130 may operate according to an XML of the record schedule object.

If the record schedule object uses a tag such as 'recordDestinationGroup', it is possible to successively record a moving picture because the recording devices arranged in the tag are recognized as a group.

The playlist-managing unit 140 manages a playlist of the dispersedly stored moving picture as a playlist item that belongs in an object class provided by the UPnP standard. Here, the playlist refers to a real file of the moving picture that was dispersedly recorded. Accordingly, a single moving picture, which is dispersedly recorded, can be continuously played through each playlist.

If the moving picture is dispersedly stored in storage devices included in a recording device group successively, the playlist item of the CDS-managing unit 120 is updated. By searching for the corresponding playlist at play time based on the playlist item of the CDS-managing unit 120, it is possible to continuously access all moving pictures that were dispersedly stored.

The storage unit 150 stores the recorded moving picture. The storage unit refers to an HDD and various types of storage media.

When a user requests a moving picture file for playback, the controller 160 tracks a position where the moving picture file is stored by referring to the playlist item stored in the CDS, and then continuously plays the moving picture that was dispersedly stored.

The controller 160 controls operations of each functional block 110 through 150 that configure the moving-picture-controlling apparatus 100.

FIG. 3 illustrates an example of managing dispersion data in an apparatus for controlling a dispersion recording and playback of a moving picture according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. Here, PRV1 and PRV2 exist as a storage device and it is assumed that the first preferred device is PRV1 and the second preferred device is PRV2.

As shown in FIG. 3, the recording unit 110 generates the record schedule based on a user's input values needed to schedule a recording using the SRS. Here, the record schedule is operated by one or more record tasks.

The recording unit 110 checks whether it is time to record based on the record schedule. When it is time to record, the recording unit 110 generates a scheduled
recording object in the CDS. Here, the scheduled recording object is generated as a playlist container in the CDS.

The recording-device-selecting unit 130 selects an available storage device by searching for the recording device preferences predetermined by a user before the scheduled recording is performed. Information on the devices selected based on the preferences of the devices among the selected storage devices is managed in the CDS as a record schedule.

If the scheduled recording is performed when it is the reserved-recording time, the corresponding moving picture (e.g., Batman) is recorded in the selected device based on preferences (e.g., HDD1 of PRV1). If an error occurs due to a shortage of storage space during recording of the moving picture, the SRS is notified of the error. The recording unit 110 searches for a second preferred storage device (e.g., HDD1 of PRV2) based on the record schedule object stored in the CDS, and records the corresponding moving picture in the found storage device. When an error occurs, the SRS of the recording unit 110 generates the playlist item in the CDS, and updates a uniform resource locator (URL) including a first file name in the playlist item.

FIG. 4 and FIG. 5 depict a record schedule for selecting a recording device in an apparatus for collectively storing selected areas of an image according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

As shown in FIG. 4, by setting recording devices in the record schedule as a group 410, when storage space is insufficient while a predetermined moving picture is recorded, it is possible to dispersedly record the corresponding moving picture in another device included in the group.

For example, a first HDD, a second HDD, and a third HDD are set as the group 410. When it is time to record a moving picture, a storage device set based on preferences is checked and the moving picture is stored in the corresponding storage device (the first HDD). If a space of the first HDD is insufficient while the moving picture is recorded, the moving picture is also stored in the second HDD.

As shown in FIG. 5, even if the recording devices are not set as a group, when storage space is insufficient while a predetermined moving picture is recorded, it is possible to dispersedly record the corresponding moving picture in another device included in the record schedule by setting available storage devices 420 in the record schedule.

If the first HDD and the second HDD are set as available storage devices, the moving picture can be stored in the second HDD when the space of the first HDD is insufficient while the moving picture is recorded.

FIG. 6 depicts the configuration of a playlist within the content directory service (CDS) in an apparatus for controlling a dispersion recording and playback of moving
picture according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. An example
of a playlist of a moving picture that is dispersedly stored as two files will be described
later.

[60] As shown in FIG. 6, there is a root container that manages a playlist of the moving
picture whose record is completed, which includes a playlist container based on a title
of each recorded moving picture. The corresponding playlist item is included in each
playlist container.

[61] Each playlist item 510 may be configured with one CDS item XML. The file to be
used by a user exists between the <dc:title> tags. A real playlist 520 can be loaded by
URL that exists between the <res> tags. The playlist refers to a real file of the moving
picture that was dispersedly recorded, and one moving picture can be continuously
played through each playlist.

[62] FIG. 7 is a flow chart showing a case where a moving picture is normally stored in a
first storage device of a method of controlling a dispersion recording and playback of a
moving picture according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. Here,
a first storage device 150 and a second storage device 600 exist. The first storage
device 150 refers to a storage unit including the recording unit 110 and the CDS-
managing unit 120, which exists in PVRI.

[63] It is assumed that a user already reserves a recording through the SRS of the
recording unit 110, there is a record schedule corresponding to a scheduled record, and
a reserved-recording object is generated in the CDS through a record task performing
each record schedule. Time information, channel information, and recording device in-
formation, which are needed to perform a real recording, are included in the record
schedule through a UI application.

[64] The SRS of the recording unit 110 generates a reserved-record object based on the
reserved-record-setting value set by a user (operation S610). Here, the reserved-record
object is managed by the CDS-managing unit 120 as a playlist container.

[65] Before starting a recording, the recording-device-selecting unit searches for a
recording device list selected by a user at a scheduled recording time, and selects a
recording device (e.g., the first storage device) among the found available devices
based on preferences of each device. The CDS-managing unit manages information on
the selected recording device as a record schedule. The recording unit 110 can select a
next storage device by referring to the record schedule when there is insufficient space
of storage device, and therefore it is possible to overcome errors that occur due to a
shortage of storage space.

[66] The SRS selects a storage device that will store a moving picture based on the order
of the recording device set in the record schedule and the information selected by the
recording-device-selecting unit (operation S620). Here, the HDD (i.e., the first storage
device 150) within the first preferred device (e.g., PVR1) is selected.

When the scheduled recording starts (operation S630), the selected first-storage device 150 stores the moving picture (operation S640). The storage method depends upon the device manufacturer. However, because the name of the generated moving picture file is set by the SRS as a URL, it is possible to read the moving picture file by accessing the first storage device through the URL information.

When the moving picture has been stored in the first storage device 150, the SRS generates an item object (operation S650). The item object is managed by the CDS-managing unit 120 as a playlist item that is stored as a lower object of the playlist container.

When the moving picture file has been stored in the first storage device 150, the recording is completed (operation S660).

FIG. 8 is a flow chart showing a case where a moving picture is dispersedly stored in a first and second storage device using a method of controlling a dispersion recording and playback of a moving picture according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. Here, a first storage device 150, a second storage device 600, and a third storage device 700 exist and it is assumed that the first storage device 150 has the highest preference, followed by the second storage device 600 and the third storage device 700.

The SRS of the recording unit 110 generates a reserved-record object based on the reserved-record-setting value set by a user (operation S710). Here, the reserved-record object is managed by the CDS-managing unit 120 as a playlist container.

Before starting a recording, the recording-device-selecting unit searches for a recording device list selected by a user at reserved recording time, and selects a recording device (e.g., the first storage device) among the found available devices based on preferences of each device. The CDS-managing unit manages information on the selected recording device as a record schedule. The recording unit 110 can select a next storage device by referring to the record schedule when the space of the storage device is insufficient, and therefore it is possible to overcome errors that occur due to a shortage of storage space.

The SRS selects a storage device that will store a moving picture based on an order of the recording device set in the record schedule and the information selected by the recording-device-selecting unit (operation S720). Here, the HDD (i.e., the first storage device 150) within the first preferred device (e.g., PVR1) is selected.

When the scheduled recording starts (operation S730), the selected first-storage device 150 stores the moving picture (operation S740). The storage method depends upon the device manufacturer. However, because the name of the generated moving picture file is set by the SRS as a URL, it is possible to read the moving picture file by
accessing the first storage device through the URL information.

If an error occurs because the space of the first storage device 150 is insufficient (operation S750), the SRS of the recording unit 110 is notified of the error. The SRS verifies a next preferred storage device through information on the recording device managed as the record schedule in the CDS, and generates an item (operation S760). The item is managed by the CDS-managing unit 120 as a playlist item that is stored as a lower object of the playlist container. The CDS-managing unit 120 updates a URL, including a first file name, of the playlist item.

Then, a scheduled recording starts (operation S770) in the second storage device 600 (e.g., a PC) whose preference is the second highest, so the moving picture is stored in the second storage device 600 (operation S780). When the moving picture has been stored in the second storage device 600, the SRS generates an item (operation S790). The item is managed by the CDS-managing unit 120 as a playlist item.

Then, after the recording is completed in operation S800, the CDS-managing unit 120 creates a URL of the moving picture file generated in the playlist item.

FIG. 9 is a flow chart showing a case where moving picture is dispersedly stored in a first and third storage device of a method of controlling a dispersion recording and playback of moving picture according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. Here, a first storage device 150, a second storage device 600, and a third storage device 700 exist and it is assumed that the first storage device has the highest preference, followed by the second storage device and the third storage device.

The SRS of the recording unit 110 generates a reserved-record object based on the reserved-record-setting value set by a user (operation S810). Here, the reserved-record object is managed by the CDS-managing unit 120 as a playlist container.

Before starting a record, the recording-device-selecting unit searches for a recording device list selected by a user at a scheduled recording time, and selects a recording device (e.g., the first storage device) among the found available devices based on preferences of each device. The CDS-managing unit manages information on the selected recording device as a record schedule. The recording unit 110 can select a next storage device by referring to the record schedule when a space of the storage device is insufficient, and therefore it is possible to overcome errors that occur due to a shortage of storage space.

The SRS selects a storage device that will store a moving picture based on an order of the recording device set in the record schedule and the information selected by the recording-device-selecting unit (operation S820). Here, the HDD (i.e., the first storage device 150) within the first preferred device (e.g., PVRI) is selected.

When the scheduled recording starts (operation S830), the selected first-storage device 150 stores the moving picture (operation S840). A storage method depends
upon the device manufacturer. However, because the name of the generated moving picture file is set by the SRS as a URL, it is possible to read the moving picture file by accessing the first storage device through the URL information.

If an error occurs because the space of the first storage device 150 is insufficient (operation S850), the SRS of the recording unit 110 is notified of the error. The SRS verifies a next preferred storage device through information on the recording device managed as the record schedule in the CDS, and generates an item (operation S860). The item is managed by the CDS-managing unit 120 as a playlist item that is stored as a lower object of the playlist container. The CDS-managing unit 120 updates URL, including a first file name, of the playlist item.

Then, a scheduled recording is performed in the second storage device 600 (e.g., a PC) whose preference is the second highest (operation S870). If the second storage device 600 is disconnected from the network, or if network cannot be connected to due to a problem of the device (operation S880), the SRS is notified of the network connection failure. The SRS verifies a next preferred storage device through information on the recording device managed as the record schedule in the CDS.

Then, a scheduled recording (operation S890) is performed in the third storage device 700 (e.g., PVR2) whose preference is the third highest, and the moving picture is stored in the third storage device 700 (operation S900). When the moving picture has been stored in the third storage device 700, the SRS generates an item (operation S910). The item is managed by the CDS-managing unit 120 as a playlist item.

Then, the record performing is completed (operation S920). The CDS-managing unit 120 reflects a URL of the generated moving picture file in the playlist item.

FIG. 10 is a flow chart showing a method of controlling a dispersion recording and playback of a moving picture according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

The SRS of the recording unit 110 generates a reserved-recording object based on the reserved-record-setting value set by a user (operation S1010). Here, the reserved-recording object is managed by the CDS-managing unit 120 as a playlist container.

The SRS selects a storage device that will store a moving picture based on an order of the recording device set in the record schedule and the information selected by the recording-device-selecting unit 130 (operation S1020). Here, the HDD (i.e., the first storage device 150) within the first preferred device (e.g., PVR1) is selected.

When the scheduled recording starts, the selected first-storage device 150 stores the moving picture (operation S1030). If an error occurs because the space of the first storage device 150 is insufficient (operation S1040), the error is notified to the SRS of the recording unit 110. The SRS verifies a next preferred storage device through information on the recording device managed as the record schedule in the CDS.
(operation S 1050). If an error does not occur because the storage space is sufficient, operation 1050 is not performed.

[91] Then, the SRS generates a moving picture file, and performs the recording (operation S 1060). The recording is performed until a storage space is remained in the generated moving picture file.

[92] If the storage space is insufficient while the record is performed, the SRS completes the recording, and then generates an item. Here, the generated item is managed by the CDS-managing unit 120 as a playlist item that is stored as a lower object of the playlist container. The CDS-managing unit 120 updates URL, including a first file name, of the playlist item.

[93] Then, a scheduled record starts in the second storage device 600 (e.g., PC) whose preference is the second highest, and the moving picture is stored in the second storage device 600.

[94] When the moving picture has been stored in the second storage device 600, the SRS generates an item (operation S 1070). The item is managed by the CDS-managing unit 120 as a playlist item.

[95] Then, the record performing is completed (operation S 1080). The CDS-managing unit 120 reflects a URL of the moving picture file generated in the playlist item.

[96] If a user requests play of a moving picture file that was dispersedly stored (operation S 1090), the controller 160 tracks the position where the moving picture file is stored by referring to the playlist item stored in the CDS (operation S 1100), and then continuously plays the moving picture (operation S 1110).

[97] If a user does not request play of a moving picture file that was dispersedly stored, operations 1090 through 1110 are not performed.

**Industrial Applicability**

[98] As described above, the apparatus and method for controlling a dispersion recording and playback of a moving picture according to the exemplary embodiments of the present invention may produce one or more of the effects described below.

[99] When an error occurs due to a shortage of storage space while a moving picture file is recorded, the SRS can dispersedly store the moving picture file in storage devices that exist in a network, based on information on the recording device managed as a recording schedule.

[100] It is possible to continuously play the moving picture file that was dispersedly stored at the recording time similar to a single file without additionally searching for a storage device in which the recorded moving picture file exists based on the playlist.

[101] Although the exemplary embodiments of the present invention have been disclosed for illustrative purposes, those skilled in the art will appreciate that various modifications, additions and substitutions are possible, without departing from the scope
and spirit of the invention as disclosed in the accompanying claims.
Claims

[1] An apparatus for controlling a dispersion record of a moving picture, the apparatus comprising:
   a recording unit that generates a record schedule in response to a moving picture being scheduled for recording, and records, dispersedly, the moving picture in a first storage device, and a second storage device if an error occurs due to insufficient storage space when the moving picture is being recorded in the first storage device;
   a recording-device-selecting unit that selects a recording device based on preferences of the first storage device and the second storage device before the moving picture is recorded; and
   a CDS-managing unit that manages recording information of the recorded moving picture, information of the moving picture that has been recorded and information on the recording devices and storage devices used to record the moving picture.

[2] The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the recording unit generates a reserved-recording object at the reserved recording time and an item object if a process of storing a moving picture is completed or if an error occurs due to a shortage of storage space.

[3] The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the recording unit searches for another storage device that will dispersedly store the moving picture based on information on the recording device if an error occurs due to a shortage of storage space in the first storage device.

[4] The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the CDS-managing unit manages the reserved-recording object as a playlist container object, the item object as a playlist item object, and the information on the recording devices as a record schedule object.

[5] The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising:
   a playlist-managing unit that manages a playlist of the moving picture that is dispersedly recorded; and
   a controller that continuously plays the dispersedly recorded moving picture file by referring to the playlist.

[6] The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the playlist item provides information on the first storage device and the second storage device where the moving picture is recorded.

[7] A method of controlling a dispersion recording of a moving picture, the method comprising:
   generating a record schedule in response to a moving picture being scheduled for
recording;
selecting a recording device based on preferences of each storage device of a
plurality of storage devices before the moving picture is recorded;
storing the moving picture in a first storage device associated with the selected
recording device;
determining whether an error was occurred due to insufficient storage space in
the first storage device; and
generating an item object in response to the error and dispersedly storing the
moving picture in a second storage device, if the error is determined.

[8] The method of claim 7, further comprising generating a reserved-recording
object for the scheduled recording;
and generating a record schedule object having information on the selected
recording device,
wherein the reserved-recording object is managed as a playlist container object,
the item object is managed as a playlist item object, and the information on the
recording device is managed as the record schedule object.

[9] The method of claim 8, further comprising:
continuously playing the moving picture, dispersedly stored on the first storage
device and the second storage device by referring to the playlist.

[10] The method of claim 7, wherein the second storage device is selected based on
the preferences of each recording device.
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[RESPONSE]
BrowseRecordSchedules (*
  <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
  <srs>
    ...
    <item id="s103">
      <title>Life of a Software Developer</title>
      <class>OBJECT.RECORDSCHEDULE.DIRECT.COSNOEPC</class>
      <priority>1</priority>
      <recordDestinationGroup>
        <recordDestination mediaType="HDD" preference="1">
          Local Hard Disk
        </recordDestination>
        <recordDestination mediaType="HDD" preference="2">
          targetURL ="http://192.168.0.12/SharedFolder" DTV Hard Disk
        </recordDestination>
        <recordDestination mediaType="HDD" preference="3">
          targetURL ="http://192.168.0.15/Drama" PC Hard Disk
        </recordDestination>
      </recordDestinationGroup>
      <scheduledCDSObjectID>User_Channel_5</scheduledCDSObjectID>
      <scheduledStartDateTime>2019-01-01 00:00</scheduledStartDateTime>
      <scheduledDuration>P03:00:00</scheduledDuration>
    </item>
  </srs>
)
[RESPONSE]
BrowseRecordSchedules("...

<title>Batman</title>
<class>OBJECT.RECORDSCHEDULE.DIRECT.CDSNONEPG</class>
<priority>1</priority>

<recordDestination mediaType="HDD" preference="1">
  Hard Disk
</recordDestination>
<recordDestination mediaType="HDD" preference="2">
  targetURL = "http://192.168.0.12/MyNAS/RecordedTV">
  Shared Content
</recordDestination>

<scheduledCDSObjectID>
  User_Channel_5
</scheduledCDSObjectID>
<scheduledStartDate_time>
  MONT 19:00:00
</scheduledStartDate_time>
<scheduledDuration>01:00:00</scheduledDuration>
<scheduleState currentErrors=""
  OPERATIONAL
</scheduleState>
<abnormalTasksExist>0</abnormalTasksExist>
<currentRecordTaskCount>2</currentRecordTaskCount>

</item>

</srs> *1,1,123456
FIG. 6

Root Container

Batman_20060330_1900
  object.container.playlistContainer

Batman_20060330_1900.m3u
  object.item.playlistItem

<item id="2" parentID="1" restricted="0">
  <dc:title>
    Batman_20060330_1900.m3u
  </dc:title>
  <dc:creator>Warner Brothers</dc:creator>
  <upnp:class>
    object.item.playlistItem
  </upnp:class>
  <res protocolInfo="http://get:*video/m3u:*">
    http://pvr1/getContents?contentID="2"
  </res>
</item>

http://pvr1/recording/progressive/music/Batman_20060330_1900_01.m3u
http://dummyHttp/sharedBox/Batman_20060330_1900_02.m3u
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1. START
   - Generate reserved-recording object [S1010]
   - Select recording device [S1020]
   - Starting recording [S1030]
   - Does error occur? [S1040]
     - If no, proceed to NEXT
     - If yes, select another recording device [S1050]
       - Perform recording [S1060]
       - Complete storing moving picture data and generate item [S1070]
       - Complete record [S1080]

2. Process of recording moving picture

3. Is playing of the dispersely stored moving picture requested? [S1090]
   - If no, proceed to NEXT
   - If yes, search for playlist [S1100]
     - Play moving picture [S1110]

4. Process of playing moving picture

5. END
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